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INTRODUCTION
CONNECTIONS is a design initiative that stimulates conversations addressing design and development that
consider place, context, and culture in the Triangle Area. The conversations are initiated by architects, but
involve a larger community of designers, experts, leaders, and users with the goal to produce actionable ideas
and innovative approaches to issues in our local area. Planning for the future can include contentious topics;
CONNECTIONS has been created to look at those issues and tackle them head-on with a freedom that only
hypothetical projects can have. Exciting, restraint-free projects producing innovative solutions are the goals!
CONNECT-IONS’ flagship topic will re-imagine the 81.2 acre site at the heart of Raleigh, currently housing
Central Prison and The Governor Morehead School for the Blind in a Three-Part Conversation:

PART
01
30,000 ft view
Assess the 81.2 acre site; establish
programmatic goals and ideas
and massing; master plan
connection to site
surroundings

PART
02
10,000 ft view

Detailed master plan of 81.2 acres;
building & public space layout;
zoomed-in focus on
aspirations established
in Part 01

PART
03
on-the-ground

New Prison facility design for
rehabilitation & reentry;
economic development plan
for rural county in which
it will be built

In 1792 Raleigh was created to be North Carolina’s seat of government. Civic services were added soon after
as the city began to grow. Our 81.2 acre site was developed on the outskirts of the city and was the location
chosen for those thought to be less-desirable or less-fortunate in the 19th century. While these civic services are
crucial to the operation and sustainability of the city, our opinions of, and engagement with, services such as
these have changed in the 21st century. During this Three-Part Conversation, we will explore the history
of those services, as well as what should become of 81.2 acres at the heart of an expanding city.
In the face of growth and change, sites like this are ripe for redevelopment. Our Three-Part Conversation
takes place before any real plans are in place. This gives us - the designers - the chance to re-imagine what this
site will be. We will take the opportunity to talk to the community for what they need or would like to see. We
can generate ideas now that can influence future development and act as a play-book for growth on this site.
During Part 01 and Part 02, we will hypothetically remove Central Prison from the site. We will explore and
establish a program that will supplement and enhance the existing School and Medical facility. The goals and
principles outlined in this document will be used to create a physical and social connection back to the city.
Those same goals and principles will be used in Part 03 to design the relocated Central Prison. We will choose
a rural North Carolina county in which to host the new detention center and will holistically consider the impact
it will have on that site and community. The same attitudes used to enhance Raleigh’s 81.2 acres will be applied
at a different scale to the new development opportunity that rethinks imprisonment within our society.
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PART
01
30,000 ft view

PART
02
10,000 ft view

Detailed master plan of 81.2 acres;
building & public space layout;
zoomed-in focus on
aspirations established
in Part 01

Assess the 81.2 acre site; establish
programmatic goals and ideas
and massing; master plan
connection to site
surroundings

PART
on-the-

New Prison fac
rehabilitatio
economic deve
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Raleigh’s population today is just under 500,000 and is projected to grow another 50% by 2030. The Governor
Morehead School for the Blind and Central Prison are now at the heart of a growing city, and their combined
81.2 acre site will likely be redeveloped in the future. During Part 01 of CONNECTIONS 81.2, we will look at
what these two institutions have offered the city since their establishment and use their legacy to guide us in the
development and reprogramming of the site.
This location is ideal for high-density, mixed-use development. It is a site that embodies, and is surrounded by,
opportunity: Opportunity to connect to existing economic, academic, cultural, and residential areas; Opportunity
to connect to a thriving downtown and the future Dix Park Development, already in design; and, Opportunity
to show how North Carolina’s capital city can fully conceptualize and develop a community of commercial,
residential, and landscape design excellence.
This project looks at the hypothetical removal of Central Prison and the hypothetical re-absorption and
renovation The Governor Morehead School, while incorporating this institution’s work more holistically into the
life of the city. However, in order to fully benefit from the re-conception of these programs, the project asks for its
participants to design, strategize, innovate, and create new programs that can fill this 81.2 acres.
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During Part 01 we will ask the following questions:
• What does our city need in this location in light of existing and future development surrounding it?
• What programs will take the legacy of these historic institutions and change, partner with, and

enhance them to meet the area’s growth, social ambitions, and design leadership goals?

• How can we use this 81.2 acres to be an example to other growing cities?

As a theoretical project, it is not currently bound by schedule, politics, or budget. Be bold and think big!
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PROGRAM AND PRINCIPLES
New Program

Existing & Reimagined Program

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Oﬃce Space
Restaurant/Bar/Coffee Shop
Hospitality and Retail
Affordable Housing
Market Rate Housing
Open Space

Supporting Program
•
•
•

Existing Medical Facility (repurposed)
Maintain Historic Prison Stone Wall
The Governor Morehead School
- Educational Facilities
- Residential Facilities
- Library
- Theater
- Outdoor Spaces

Raleigh Transit, existing and future
Physical Connection to Dix Park, Downtown, NCSU,
Pullen Park, surrounding neighborhoods, etc.
Programmatic “Wild Card” (established by each team)

CONNECTIONS 81.2 goals align with Raleigh’s Vision Themes for 2030
Raleigh’s Vision Themes for 2030*

CONNECTIONS 81.2 Goals

Economic Prosperity and Equity
Raleigh will embrace and value diversity, innovation,
and equity.
Expanding Housing Choices
Raleigh will have an expanded supply of affordable and
workforce housing options.
Managing Our Growth
Raleigh will foster quality growth through more
integrated land uses, alternative transportation
modes, green building technologies and development
practices, open space acquisition, and resource
conservation.
Coordinating Land Use and Transportation
Raleigh will coordinate its transportation investments
with desired land use patterns.
Greenprint Raleigh - Sustainable Development
Raleigh will be nationally recognized as a model green
city, embracing environmental sustainability and
stewardship.
Growing Successful Neighborhoods and Communities
Newly developed areas will be diverse, walkable
neighborhoods providing convenient access to open
space, community services, retail, and employment.

Legacy
Honor site and program legacy while establishing a new,
environmentally and socially regenerative place.
Design Excellence
Design buildings, open spaces, and landscapes that
contribute positively to place.
Activity
Create a variety of activity on site at all times that is
reflected in formal and thoughtful architectural content.
Density
Consider options for how density addresses scale based
on program, context, environment, and infrastructure.
Transportation
Address alternative and innovative modes of transit to
the site and its surroundings.

* summarized from The 2030 Comprehensive Plan for the City of Raleigh
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THE ROLE OF LEGACY
It is imperative that we rethink this site and its program contiguous with the City of Raleigh’s Vision
Themes. CONNECTIONS has established 5 goals that will be inherent to this site and all future projects within
the CONNECTIONS series. These Vision Themes and goals are the lenses through which we view decisions on
program and design.
The role of legacy is especially crucial to this project. It is with full understanding and reflection we will
approach the hypothetical redevelopment of this 81.2 acres. The legacy Central Prison and The Governor
Morehead School for the Blind provides is deeply rooted in Raleigh’s history: one of designed physical isolation
and cultural misunderstanding, one of civic utility and compassionate service. This is an opportunity to
reevaluate the needs of our modern society while honoring and acknowledging these dichotomous stories.
We will be hypothetically removing Central Prison during this project. Central Prison was established in the late
1800s and was kept on the outside of the city, separating its inhabitants from the general public. While this may
have reflected a 19th century attitude, ideas and philosophies around imprisonment have changed. We have
compiled a list of resources that explore the issue of race and demographics within a broken prison system.
It is a goal of this project to replace Central Prison with programs that holistically address emerging attitudes
towards incarceration and rehabilitation. We will ask participants to explore socially responsible developments
that can:
• Serves those who are released from prison, incorporating them back into our modern society
• Reaches youth before their first offense
• Serves families with incarcerated fathers
• Become a beacon of equitable development through social responsibility and economic benefit

The Morehead School is also on this site. While its mission has been one of service and inclusion since its
founding, its current location is physically isolated from downtown and surroundings. The Morehead School is
excited about integrating its students into society. Their programs include education, job training, and cultural
enhancement, all ripe to be an asset of this development. This integration will empower their students and add
another dynamic and talented thread to the city fabric.

legacy
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DELIVERABLES
Workshop Deliverables (suggested unless noted)

Presentation of Deliverables

Design Teams should consider producing some or all
of the following items for the Ideas Presentation on
Sunday, May 20th. Deliverables above and beyond this
list are certainly permitted.

Design Teams are required to document and assemble
DIGITAL deliverables for the Ideas Presentation on
Sunday, May 20th, in the form of single PDF.

•

Sketch/Rendering within Bird’s Eye image
(mandatory)

•

Program and Design Narratives

•

Program Diagrams

•

Site Diagrams

•

Connection Diagrams

•

Site Plan Drawings

•

Massing Drawing

•

Perspective Drawings

•

Renderings

All presentations will be projected during the Ideas
Presentation.
Projector ratio for slides: 16:9
Please upload all final PDFs to the CONNECTIONS

Google Drive by 9am on Sunday, May 20th with your

Team Number.

Each Design Team will choose a presenter or presenters
to share design ideas with public within a 15 minute
window of time. Presentations to be kept to 10 minutes,
allowing for a 5 minute question/answer/discussion
period following your presentation.
NOTE: Following the event, Design Team deliverables
will be used by AIA Triangle for promotion and
continued conversations.

Design Teams are encouraged to bring laptops to
produce digital drawings.
Base maps (including topography, existing buildings,
floodplains, etc.), aerial photographs, trace paper,
architectural scales, engineering scales, drafting dots,
pens, pencils, markers will be available for each design
team.

PART 01 Resources

CONNECTIONS 81.2 Resources

•

The 2030 Comprehensive Plan for the City of Raleigh

•

The New Jim Crow, by Michelle Alexander

•

City of Raleigh iMaps

•

“Behind Bars”, CBS 60-minutes

•

Dorothea Dix Park Development

•

The Radical Humaneness of Norway’s Halden Prison,
The New York Times
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